Effectiveness of Topical Cyclosporin A in A Patient with Cogan Syndrome: A Case Report and Review of the Literature
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Abstract

Purpose: To present a case of typical Cogan syndrome (CS) and the efficacy of topical cyclosporine A in the treatment

Case report: A 38-year-old woman with history of dizziness, loss of bilateral hearing and tinnitus in both ears who developed bilateral keratitis and on biomicroscopic examination, subepithelial stromal infiltration, corneal vascularization was observed in both eyes. Anterior chamber and posterior segment were not explorable. Ultrasonography showed vitreous opacities, but the retina was on. Typical cyclosporine A was used which successfully resolved the symptoms. However, the ocular signs recurred during seven years and the same treatment was applied successfully.

Conclusion: Topical cyclosporin A can be effective in treating CS.
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Introduction

Cogan syndrome (CS) is a rare autoimmune disease that was first described by David Cogan in 1945.1 Most commonly it occurs in young persons regardless of gender. It is characterized by recurrent ocular inflammation, nonsyphilitic interstitial keratitis and Meniere-like vestibuloauditory symptoms and hearing loss or insufficiency.

CS is classified into typical or atypical forms. The typical form presents with initial bilateral peripheral subepithelial keratitis or interstitial keratitis with perilimbal infiltration irregular granular with late vascularization. In the atypical form, different ocular manifestations include ptosis, chronic or recurrent conjunctivitis, episcleritis, uveitis, glaucoma, retinitis, retinal vasculitis, choroiditis, xerophthalmia and optic disc edema are observed. While duration between the findings of ocular and audiovestibular is less than two years in the typical form, it is more than two years in the atypical forms.

Systemic findings can be seen at a rate of up to 90% in atypical forms but are rare in typical form of the disease. Urinary, cardiac and gastrointestinal system vasculitis were reported in 30% of the patients.
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Pagnini et al identified aortic and mitral valve insufficiency in 17.4% of 23 patients diagnosed with CS in children. Aortitis were present in 10% of patients with atypical CS. Coronary ostal stenosis, pericarditis, myocarditis, arrhythmia, iliac and renal vasculitis are among the other cardiovascular pathologies.

Patients generally present with redness, photophobia and pain in both eyes. Headache, fever, weight loss, arthralgia, myalgia, stomach ache, skin rashes, tinnitus, vertigo, nausea, vomiting, hearing insufficiency are other symptoms that might accompany the disease. There is no specific diagnostic method, and diagnosis bases are on the clinical findings.2

In this presentation, we discuss a case with typical CS and the efficiency of cyclosporine A in the treatment.

**Case report**

A 38-year-old woman with a history of sudden dizziness, loss of balance, hearing loss and tinnitus in both ears underwent first examination in 2003. Meniere disease was diagnosed and treated with an anti-emetic and betahistine. One month later, she complained of bilateral ocular redness and blurred vision that was diagnosed by an ophthalmologist as bilateral keratitis and received topical acyclovir and steroid. She had frequent episodes of redness and pain in both eyes during seven years and applied the same treatment at each episode. During this period, hearing loss occurred in both ears. In September 2010, she was admitted to our clinic with the complaints of decreased vision, burning, redness and pain in both eyes. Best corrected visual acuity (BCVA) was 20/200 and intraocular pressure (IOP) was 14 mmHg in each eye. On biomicroscopic examination; subepithelyal stromal infiltration, corneal vascularisation and ciliary injection was observed in both eyes (Figures 1 and 2). Anterior chamber and posterior segment were not visible. Central corneal thickness was 458 µ OD and 510 µ OS, and approximately 815 µ in the areas of infiltrations. The Schirmer test with anesthesia was 5 mm OD and 4 mm OS. Tear break-up time was 6 Sec OD and 8 Sec OS. Ocular ultrasonography showed reattached retina, vitreous opacities. The patient was consulted for a systemic examination. Blood tests demonstrated an elevation in C-reactive protein (4.16 mg/dl) and ESR (89 mm/h). Electrolytes, renal and liver function tests, rheumatologic tests (antinuclear antibody, antinuclear cytoplasmic antibodies, rheumatoid factor (RF), immunoglobulin, HLA-B27) were all negative. Syphilis and other serological tests (Hepatitis B, Hepatitis C, HIV, rubella, HSV2) were normal.

Toxoplasmosis and herpes simplex virus (HSV) IgG were positive. On neurological examination, high-resolution brain MRI was normal. The audiometric evaluation confirmed bilateral severe sensory-neural hearing loss.
The clinical findings were associated with typical CS. The patient was treated with topical corticosteroid (Pred Forte, Allergan, USA) and ocular lubricant. After the therapy, rapid improvement of her symptoms occurred. The patient had three recurrent ocular inflammations with an interval of one to two months, and received the same therapy. On a control examination, topical 0.05% cyclosporine A (Restasis, Allergan, USA) was used in both eyes four times a day due to abnormal results of Schirmer test and tear break-up time. She continued this therapy for about two years and we realized that at this period there has been no subsequent recurrence of interstitial keratitis.

**Discussion**

Although the pathogenesis of CS is not exactly known, it is generally considered as an autoimmune disease because of successful remission of hearing loss after steroid administration, and the demonstration of antibodies against corneal and inner ear tissues and the association with other autoimmune disorders such as rheumatoid arthritis. The presence of antiphospholipid antibodies and antineutrophil cytoplasmic antibodies and an association with antigens of the human leukocyte antigen system, such as A9, Bw17, Bw35, Cw4. Lunardi et al demonstrated antibodies against a peptide antigen (Cogan Peptide), sharing sequence homology with CD148 and connexin 26, which are expressed on corneal endothelial cells and in the inner ear. In addition, animal studies suggested that functional deficiency of T lymphocytes lead to CS.

The presence of history of upper respiratory tract infection in some cases suggests that an infectious agent could develop the autoimmune response. Ljungstrom et al reported a patient with CS who had fourfold increased levels of IgG antibody titre to *Chlamydia pneumonia*. Haynes et al determined serologic evidence of a recent *Chlamydia psittaci* in a patient and *Chlamydia trachomatis* in 4 of 13 patients. Ndiaye et al reported a case of CS with a history of vaccination for tuberculosis. Our patient had described no history of infection in the beginning of the disease and serological tests were all negative except Toxoplasma and HSV1 IgG.

However, no paraclinical tests for CS are available and the diagnosis is made on the clinical features. Helmschen et al used high resolution magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) to differentiate between active and inactive stages of the disease. Abnormal signals were observed in vestibule, semicircular canals, vestibular nerve and cochlea in active stage, and in chronic stage, no abnormal signals were seen except narrowing in semicircular canals and cochlea. Our case had a normal MRI. As the availability of positron emission tomography (PET) increases, it may play a more prominent role in the diagnosis and monitoring of a number of inflammatory conditions. In a study, a series of ten patients with immune-mediated hearing loss underwent PET scanning for the diagnosis of inner ear inflammatory activity. Of five patients with active disease, four had abnormal PET images with normalization of PET, following the treatment, in three of abnormal cases of the five patients with stable disease, PET of four out of five patients were normal, suggesting a possible role for PET in the diagnosis of CS.

To be sure of the diagnosis of CS, diseases associated with ocular signs and sensorineural hearing loss, such as Wegener’s granulomatosis, lupus erythematosus, Behcet’s disease, polyarteritis nodosa and giant cell arteritis, should be considered. Our case had no systemic involvement or additional signs in favor of these diseases.

Losing vision is usually temporary in CS, but blindness also has been reported. The posterior pole involvement, late treatment, corneal opacity and vascularization can cause vision loss. In our patient, visual acuity (VA) decreased because of corneal vascularisation and opacity.

If the eye is the only site of involvement, topical steroids (Prednisolone acetate) therapy would be sufficient. Symptoms can regress with topical steroids in early period. In presence of posterior segment of the eye, the inner ear or in cases of systemic involvement, oral steroids (Prednisolone 1 mg/kg) should be initiated. Corticosteroids are effective in the short-term but in long-term it can not be used because of its side effects. Also, some authors have noted that hearing could be stabilized with corticosteroid treatment, but
total bilateral vestibuloauditory dysfunctions may occur and deafness could not be prevented. In cases of treatment failure or insufficiency, other immunosuppressive drugs such as cyclophosphamide, azathioprine, methotrexate, cyclosporine, tumor necrosis factor-alpha blockers (Infliximab, Etanercept, Rituximab) can be used.

Cyclosporin A inhibits T-cell-mediated autoimmune response. In inflammatory diseases, many cytokines specially interleukin-2 (IL-2) are released by stimulation of T cells. These cytokines can cause tissue damage and release of more T lymphocytes. This cycle cause increasing of inflammation. Cyclosporin A provides immunomodulation with reducing the release of IL-2 by selective T-cell-mediated. Autoimmunity and T lymphocytes are responsible in CS pathogenesis, thus we have considered that cyclosporine A may be effective in CS. Shimura et al, reported a case with CS. Despite the multiple treatment (systemic and topical corticosteroid and antibiotic therapy), necrotizing scleritis had appeared bilaterally in this patient. They applied topical administration of 1% cyclosporine A to both eyes four times a day. After two months of this therapy, the epithelial tissue covered the necrotizing tissue and her symptom of ocular pain was relieved and her corrected VA was improved. This is the first case showing that topical cyclosporin A is an effective treatment for severe anterior segment inflammation associated with CS. Also, there are some reports that show the success of topical cyclosporine A in the treatment of other autoimmune-mediated anterior segment inflammatory diseases such as Mooren’s ulcer. We prescribed topical 0.05% cyclosporine A to our patient’s both eyes four times a day for dry eye syndrome. And we observed that she did not have any CS attack in this period, although she had many attacks before the cyclosporine A treatment.

Conclusion

CS should be considered in patients with recurrent ocular inflammation and audiovestibular. In the early period, the eye symptoms regress with topical and systemic steroids. In late diagnosis and treatment, permanent blindness can develop due to posterior segment pathology or corneal scar. We observed that 0.05% Cyclosporine A is effective in the treatment of the disease and the prevention of its attacks. However, more extensive case series are needed to show the effectiveness of cyclosporine A in treatment of CS.
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